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O VERVIEW
This document provides an overview of enhancements and modifications for
users of ACR/Summary and ACR Detail for z/OS, Windows, UNIX, and Linux who
are upgrading to Release 4.2.

E NHANCEMENTS FOR ACR/S UMMARY AND
ACR/D ETAIL
Delete Item References in Reports and List Item References
This enhancement makes cleaning up obsolete items from a job even easier.
When you delete an item, references to the item in the User Report, Free-Form
report, messages, and the ACR/Detail Free-Form Output File are deleted
automatically. You receive a display informing you of these deletions and
listing any history items, calculated items, or rules referenced by the deleted
item so that you can modify or delete them.

Multiple Delete in the z/OS Job Window
This user friendly feature allows you to delete more than one item at a time in
the z/OS Job Window. In combination with the enhancement to delete item
references, this significantly simplifies revisions to your jobs.

Job and File Comments
You can now maintain your own comments regarding any job or input file. You
could use this feature to explain what your rules are doing, where your inputs
come from, what should be done in an out of balance situation, or even to log
changes to the job or file. This information will be loaded with your rules in the
next release of Infogix Insight.

Find in ACR/Workbench Input Source Window
You can now easily search an input source for the value you wish to use,
making mark and capture much easier.
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Range Display for Online Restore in z/OS
You can speed up restores by choosing a range of jobs to include in the display
from which you select jobs for restore. This eliminates the need to read the
entire file. When specifying the range, you can use a generic terminator (*) at
the end of a string of characters to include definitions of the selected type
whose names begin with the string.

Build Batch for Jobs and Associated Files
With this feature, you can create both your job definitions and their associated
file definitions at the same time by selecting the new option, Job and
Associated Files. This option also appears in the list definitions options, so you
can list the related input source files along with the jobs. This enhancement
streamlines the process of moving jobs to production.

Assess the Impact of the 4.x Upgrade Utility Before Performing the
Upgrade in z/OS
In response to suggestions from those who have upgraded to Release 4.x, we
enhanced our JCL conversion utility ACRJCL40 in two major ways:
 To verify that the ACRJCL40 utility will not inadvertently change non-ACR
DDNames that are the same as those used in ACR/Summary and ACR/Detail,
you can now set a Report Only flag so that the utility just generates reports
on what will be changed without making the changes. The reports include
the existing summary of changes and a new report that shows a detailed
before-and-after listing of the potential changes to DDNames and DCB
information that will be made.
 To automate changes for customers who use program interface or DB2, you
can now set a Change All flag so that the ACRJCL40 utility changes all JCL
DDs that need revisions (except IDCAMS changes, which must always be made
manually). Before using the Change All flag, be sure to run the utility in
Report Only mode to verify that you are impacting only ACR JCL.
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Item Values and Descriptions in Messages
Messages will now be much more useful because they now allow you to identify
the items that resulted in the out-of-balance situation. You can do this by
including the value and/or description of one or more items referenced in the
message as part of the message text. For text and numeric items, you can also
specify the maximum length of the value or description to include in the
message (numeric item values that do not fit will show asterisks, and generate
a #U warning). For text items that display the value, or for any item that
displays the description, you can specify the first position of the text to
include.

Select Items from a List when Creating a User Report on z/OS
When creating a user report, you can now select from a list of all available
items. Both item numbers and descriptions are displayed, making it easier to
find the item you want.

System-level (4000 level) Return Codes Can Be Passed to Infogix
Insight
4000 level return codes are generated by ACR/Summary or ACR/Detail when
there is an issue such as the rules not existing in the definition database. Now
you can optionally have these values sent to Infogix Insight, so if you check
results of ACR jobs only via Infogix Insight, you will be able to see these basic
errors.

Extraction Variables in Freeform SQL
Extraction variables, already available in non-relational database extraction,
can now also be used in the Where clause when you perform freeform SQL
RDBMS extraction. This will make it much easier to extract data based on
values in another input source, such as for specific dates.

Model Checking in z/OS No Longer Requires APF Authorization
Based on your feedback, we incorporated a new IBM routine that obtains the
model number without APF authorization. APF authorization is now required
only in ACR/Summary spool monitor mode, which always required it.
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Support for Newer Windows Systems and 64-Bit Machines
You can now install ACR/Summary and ACR/Detail Server, ACR/Workbench or
Client on two more platforms, Windows 7 and Windows 2008. In addition,
ACR/Workbench or Server can be installed on 64-bit systems (Windows 2003,
2008, or Windows 7). For more details, see Requirements for Windows.
Elimination of mainframe installation tape: In alignment with the trend
among our customers to reduce or eliminate physical tape usage, we will no
longer be distributing ACR/Summary and ACR/Detail on tape. We will provide
you with an installation CD or, if you prefer, you can contact Customer Support
to arrange a download.

Support for Linux
ACR/Summary and ACR/Detail are now available for 64-bit Red Hat 5.3 Linux
systems. The installation guide for UNIX and the user guides for Windows and
UNIX have been renamed and updated to reflect support for Linux.

E NHANCEMENTS FOR ACR/S UMMARY
Reverse Sign for Totals
Previously, you could reverse signs in access modes 1-4. Now, you can also
reverse the sign while extracting a total in access mode 5, or while extracting a
detail field in access modes 6 and 7. Reversing the sign enables you to total
debits and credits into a single item.

Insert a Line Anywhere in the User Report Window in
ACR/Summary for z/OS
Before this enhancement, in order to add items in the beginning or middle of
the ACR/Summary User Report, you had to manually resequence the report
lines. You can now easily insert a line anywhere in the report.

File Interface Mode in Program Interface Style Call
This new program interface type of call allows you to pass the file DDs and
dataset names along with the jobname and stepname to ACR/Summary, which
will perform the file extraction and run the job.
Infogix, Inc.
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E NHANCEMENTS FOR ACR/D ETAIL
Reverse Sign in Extraction
You can now change the sign of the data you are extracting. This allows you to
add both positive and negative numbers to find true totals of the values
extracted.

Display Message for Empty Free-Form Report
Currently, when no keys are selected to print in the ACR/Detail Free-Form
Report, the report does not print. This enhancement enables you to be alerted
when the report is empty, so you can correct the situation. To implement this,
a new flag has been added to always print the report. If you set this flag and no
keys are selected to print, the report will print the headings and the line “NO
RECONCILIATION KEYS SELECTED FOR PRINTING.” This information can be
passed to Infogix Insight by setting the XML option to Generate.

Option to Sort Keys in Descending Order
Previously, ACR/Detail reports and freeform output files printed the selected
keys in alphabetical (ascending) sort order. You now have the option to use
descending order (or skip sorting of keys to save processing time).
Printing in descending order can be especially useful if your keys are dollar
amounts, and you want to print the largest amount first.

Multiple New Features Make Freeform Output File (UNIDAT2)
Highly Versatile
The Freeform Output file now provides practically unlimited flexibility,
enabling you to generate the file in delimited format and customize the
contents to your specifications.
With this enhancement you can include all the values that you can include in a
Freeform Report. In addition to the information types supported previously,
you can include history items, calculated items, and the following:
 Rule information (return code, message, and standard rule variance )
 Job information, (job id, run date, and run time)
 Reconciliation key information (overall return code, message, and cycle
number)
Infogix, Inc.
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In addition to having the file generated in delimited format, you will be able to
do the following:
 Specify headers for any of the data
 Customize numeric items (unpack them, reverse the sign, and include a
decimal)
 Justify and include only part of text items
 Include separators in dates

Return Code for No Extraction
A new option at the job- and user-option levels allows you to set a non-zero
return code indicating that no records were extracted. This will alert you to
check for missing/empty input source files or improperly coded controls. These
return codes will be passed to Infogix Insight.
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ACR/S UMMARY AND ACR/D ETAIL S YSTEM
R EQUIREMENTS
Requirements for z/OS
Category

Requirement

Operating System

IBM z/OS 1.9 or compatible

ISPF Profile

Version 5.2 or compatible
ISPF profiles are not backward compatible when
upgrading from releases of ACR/Summary and
ACR/Detail older than 3.0.

TSO Region Size

6144K (7168K suggested) plus space required by LE
runtime libraries.

COBOL

Enterprise COBOL 3.3 or any compatible COBOL is
required if you wish to compile user exits.
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Requirements for Windows
ACR/Summary and ACR/Detail Server
Category

Requirement

Hardware and Operating
System

IBM or compatible machine with Microsoft Windows
Server 2003, Windows XP, Windows 7, or Windows
Server 2008

Memory

At least 64 MB of Random Access Memory (RAM)

Disk Space

A hard drive with at least 50 MB of free space

Drive

CD-ROM

Network Communication

TCP/IP protocol

ACR/Workbench and Clients
Category

Requirement

Hardware and Operating
System

IBM or compatible machine with Microsoft Windows XP,
Windows Vista, Windows 7, or Windows 2008

Memory

At least 64 MB of Random Access Memory (RAM)

Disk Space

For ACR/Workbench: A hard drive with at least 30 MB of
free space
For Clients: A hard drive with at least 10 MB of free
space

Drive

CD-ROM

Network Communications

Access to a network using TCP/IP protocol
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Requirements for UNIX and Linux
Vendor/Machine

Operating System

Approximate Installation Size

HP 9000 PA-RISC

HP-UX 11.i

78 MB

IBM RS/6000

AIX 5.3

72 MB

Sun Sparc

Sun Fire 5.9

66 MB

Linux 64-bit

Red Hat Linux 5.3

50MB

U PGRADING ACR/S UMMARY AND ACR/D ETAIL
FROM A P REVIOUS R ELEASE
Instructions for Upgrades
When upgrading to the current release, please follow the instructions in the
installation guide shipped with the installation media.

Do Not Reinstall Patches
This release includes all patches on previous releases. If you have installed
patches in the past, install this release, but do not reinstall the patches.
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M AINTENANCE F IXES
The following maintenance fixes have been completed for this release. (Note:
the last two rows show fixes for ACR/File. All other fixes are for ACR/Summary
or ACR/Detail.)

ACR/S

ACR/D

JIRA #

X

X

ACR3368

X

X

z/OS

Windows

UNIX

F4 Retain Option Back in
ACR/Summary and ACR/Detail
History Panel

Y

N

N

ACR3364

File extracts can again be
used with On-Line
Reconciliation

Y

N

N

ACR3429

Missing item now shows
appropriately for access mode
6

Y

Y

Y

ACR3427

Using the wrong release
keylist will no longer hang the
History Panel

Y

N

N

X

ACR3360

ACRJCL40 now converts the
old ACR/Summary DD names
to the ones implemented back
in the 1990s. For example,
ACRCNTL is changed to UNICF.

Y

N

N

X

ACR3346

S0C4 abend corrected for
multiple Program Interface
calls from a single program

Y

N

N

X

ACR3328

XML reflects actual values,
will no longer substitute
spaces for low-values

Y

Y

Y

X

ACR3322

ACRHIST enqueue in Dynamic
Translation corrected to
utilize the File Name

Y

N

N

X

X
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ACR/S

ACR/D

JIRA #

Corrections

z/OS

Windows

UNIX

Y

Y

X

ACR3280

Can now create 100 internal
items in access mode 5

Y

X

ACR3279

Internal sort errors during
history reorganization now
produce a bad completion
code

Y

X

ACR3207

Allow extraction variables
within external translation
tables to be reformatted out
as numbers

Y

Y

Y

X

ACR3284

Free-Form Report XML for
qualifier jobs that specified
the Free-Form report be
created only when the job
was out-of-balance no longer
contain an unmatched /rpt
tag when there are no out-ofbalance items to report.

Y

Y

Y

X

ACR3173

Internal Translation Panel on
z/OS now allows blanks as
input

Y

N

N

X

ACR3082

Manual delete will now
shuffle the relative order for
cycle numbers

Y

Y

Y

X

ACR3003

Select Top NNN statement is
now valid for freeform ODBC
extraction on Windows

N

Y

N

ACR3464

ACR/Summary job modeling
now receives all the messages
from the base job

Y

Y

Y

ACR3451

Multi-level User Reports can
now have different report
widths

Y

Y

Y

X

X

X
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ACR/S

ACR/D

JIRA #

Corrections

z/OS

Windows

UNIX

ACR/
File

ACR3406

ACR/File LIST XREF Utility
returns #UTL001E, #UTL002E
only as appropriate

Y

N

N

ACR/
File

ACR3386

ACR/File build batch utility is
now available

Y

N

N

C ONTACTING C USTOMER S UPPORT
If you need assistance, contact Infogix Customer Support:
U.S. and Canada: Call us at (630) 505-1890 or send a fax to (630) 505-1883. You
can also send e-mail to support@infogix.com.
Outside the U.S. and Canada: Infogix maintains offices around the world. Check
our Web site at http://www.infogix.com/ for the closest Infogix office or email us at support@infogix.com.
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